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Monday 22nd - Orientation
Read the ‘Pancake Day’ text three times. Make a note about which words you are 
unsure about and wish to discuss further.

Then, answer the retrieval questions below like we would normally in class. Either 
complete on the Google Doc or on paper.

Orientation
How long does Lent last for?

When did the Onley Pancake Race begin?

What do people in Greece give up for Lent?

Which Welsh tradition occurs the night before Pancake Day?

Find and copy three other names for Pancake Day.

Reasoning Challenge

Why has the author included a map in this text?

How does the author help the reader understand the meaning of unfamiliar words?

Think of two difficult questions about the text to challenge your teachers!



Tuesday 23rd - Vocabulary
Watch the video discussing the vocabulary today. 

Write the meaning of the words below and use them in a sentence. Either complete 
on the Google Doc or on paper.

Words in the text to focus on

Shrove Indulge      

Traditionally                 Legends

Lent Utensils

Abstain Verger

Luxuries                     

Sacrifice                     Include any you identified from yesterday

Challenge – Can we be sure how many eggs are used on Pancake Day?



Wednesday 24th – Text structure 
Watch the video with Mr Richards and answer the questions below about text 
structure. These are the features a writer uses to make the text easier to read. Answer 
the questions either on the Google Doc or on paper.

What is a verger? What in the text helps you to understand this?

Why has the author used bullet points at the end of this text?

What does the author use to help you find information quickly? Give a 
reason for each point.



Thursday 25th - Application
Complete the Application questions below, summarising all the skills we have learnt this 
week. You can complete either the Normal sheet or the Challenging sheet on the next page –
but only do one like we would in class! Do this either on the Google Doc or on to paper.

Normal sheet



Thursday 25th - Application
Challenge sheet



Friday 26th – Reading for Pleasure 
Go on to https://www.getepic.com/sign-in/educator and 
login using your class details given below.

Search for books within your ZPD (shown as AR level) 
and pick one to read for pleasure.

For your challenge task, you can write a review of the 
book in your exercise book if you wish.

Login Code

Year 5 epn3346

https://www.getepic.com/sign-in/educator

